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27 September 20LI

Mr. David Hatfield

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

GPO BOX 3131

Canberra, ACT 2601

Reference c20IO/Lo1'4

Queensland Rugby League Limited Notification N95172

Dear Sir,

Triple play Pty Ltd is a family owned business and has been in operation since 1988. We started the business

from home and now employ 25 employees in our Brisbane factory. Our business relies on our quality, service

and reliability principles. Because of the way that Triple Play operates we have become the leading supplier

of Rugby League apparel in Queensland. Triple Play has an enviable reputation of being a manufacturer with

a solid supply chain, expertise in the manufacture of garments that are backed by warranties of

workmanship and reliable delivery at competitive pricing.

As an interested party we would like to submit the following as per invitation to submit,

L. Has the QRL license program improved the quality of the playing attire?

o As a QRL licensee for the last twenty years we have seen numerous changes in the fabrics

for Rugby league garments. With our expertise we have been able to research and

experiment prior to mass production of the garments because of having our own

manufacturing facility in Brisbane.

o As a licensee of the QRL we have to abide by our contract to provide a quality

which is competitively priced and that will last a number of seasons. Clubs will

breaches of poor quality and late deliveries which would cause loss of license i

breach.
As the Queensland Rugby League represents more than half of our annual turnover we

would not want to risk the loss of our livelihood because of poor quality and service-

Triple play has been able to win a lot of business not only based on price, as many of our

orders are obtained because of quality and our reputation as a reliable supplier

Has the QRL license program made it easier for Clubs to obtain playing attire?

yes by having a set number of approved manufacturers with the ability to provide the

required season playing needs based past experience and reliability. This has been achieved
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in the past with four (4) licensees, which has now increased to six (6) licensees, which will
provide increased availability.

Having 6 manufacturers/providers allows the clubs to be able to obtain playing attire if their
preferred supplier's is unable to supply due to work load commitments at the club's

required delivery time.
As it is a license requirement for an ability to distribute product there are arrangements with

sports stores throughout Queensland to be able to purchase local club needs by these

stores.

3. Has the QRL license program had any effect on prices of Rugby League playing attire?

Yes, there is natural competition amongst the approved license holder's, as we have to
quote each club's requirements. In the pastthere have been early order incentives such as

discounted prices to encourage the clubs to order early to avoid production congestion prior

at the start of the season.

Pricing is not publicly listed to ensure that we have the ability to be able to submit

competitive quotes and offer incentives to order from Triple Play.* The price of playing

jerseys are cheaper now than they were in 2000, the shorts prices have remained stable

since that time. As per attached 2000 & 2009 price lists.

Prices have developed a down ward trend as imports have become available from Asia ,

some licensees have made use of this facility and have reflected this in their pricing. The use

of imported Rugby League attire is also reflected in the quality of some of the product

provided and does not always meet quality and delivery expectations.

Although pricing is an important factor in the Club's decision to place an order with an

approved licensee it is not always the final decider as the importance of durability, service ,

ease of ordering, after sales service, urgent repairs and being able to replace missing or

stolen garments have great bearing on this decision. Having these qualities are a condition

of having a Queensland Rugby League license and decider of keeping that privilege. The

cheap option is not always the best option for clubs.

QRL submits that its licensing program provides effective an efficient arrangement for
clubs and retailers.

Clubs & retailers are able to choose from the licensed providers with full knowledge that

there is a recourse otherthan dealing with the supplier if the product does not meet with

the promised and required standards as set out by the QRL. The license promotes the

efficient & effective processing of club & retail orders by licensees as all delays and stuff ups

are generally reported to regional zone committees, which report back to the QRL board.

lf there was a free for all situation then there would be no guarantees that a supplier would

meet the necessary criteria of quality, durability and service as the conditions of QRL license

demand to be provided.
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Has the licensing program enabled suppliers to benefit from economies of scale that

otherwise not be achievable?

The benefits are that there is a part of the Queensland rugby league market, we as a small

eueensland/Australian manufacturer can be part of, if we provide a quality competitively

priced product. There is some benefit in scale of economy, this only available if we have a

good share of the market but this can only be achieved by being competitively priced, which

erodes the volume advantage. Savings are passed back to the clubs by way of cheaper prices

to stay competitive with Asian imports.

Unfortunately we have to compete and wage increases and other costs are not passed on to

the clubs lessening the scale of economy although the higher dollar has helped our situation

at this time.

6. Other comments relevant to this matter.

The importance of having a eueensland Rugby League licensed scheme is one that benefits

the clubs and it,s participants but it also benefits the Australian population for the following

reasons,

Garment manufacture in Australia has become a dying trade due to the volume of cheap &

poor quality product that is flooding the Australian market, protecting jobs and skills are

vital to maintaining an Australian clothing industry for future generations to be able service

local needs.

The licence scheme encourages that quality product is provided to the participants of the

eRL and this is being done by way of Australian made product and product that is imported

that meets the required standards of the QRL'

As a manufacturer in Australia we are maintaining the skills required to produce the players

attire with a warranty that can be backed up and made good when imported cannot make

that commitment. Once these skills are gone there will be no choice and only inferior

product will be available and price is no longer important'

We create jobs and support Australian families that make the players attire with pride for

their local communitY.

clubs are now obtaining players attire at comparable prices of 5 years ago and with another

two licenses added these prices are likely to fall further thus showing that the scheme is

working as intended.
Be aware that importers will use predatory sales pricing to attack any market at break even

margins to destroy opposition as has happened in some sports already which leaves the

sport with an inferior product availability. This has the effect of driving out local

manufacturers and destroying localjobs and nowhere else to go.

An authority such as the QRL that ensures that value for money best serves clubs and quality

standards are maintained by being able to set minimum standards and act on the behalf of

clubs if those standards are not met, this witl not be the case if no license scheme is in place.
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clubs benefit from the royalties that are collected from licensees ¡n various ways as

determined by the Queensland Rugby League'

I thank you for the opportunity to being able to presènt this submission'

I

Peter Oversluizen

Owner

Triple PlaY PtY Ltd.
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PBIGTS
291 STYLE (Loop Neck & Collarl,287 STYI,.E (Round-Neck Set.ln Sleeves)

XS.XX'(L $69.80 $59.80 $55,80 $54.80 $52.80

sB, MB & Y $66.80 $57.80 $53.80 $St.80 $50.80

ARTWORK- gosic chorges for new designs ore $l s0,00,
Orders thoÏ hove different sponsors for individuol sets PO'A'

$1.50 PER JERSEY

On Round-neck or Vee-neck JerseYs $4.50 PER JERSEY

54.50 PER JERSEY

$4,60 PER JERSEY

$6.60 PER JERSEY

I Inch

10 Inch

,¡rl.ìtt OFFICIl\.
LICET\I5Ë.
sti{cË 195a

286 U[[-ll[Gl( STYII
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suBlltfltrHl lluilBtns
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Ponel Style Jerseys ond Flotlocking ovoiloble - PO,A,

MINIMUM ORDERS OF 2O APPLY.
ALI, PRICES INCLUDE GST UNLESS OTHERWISE SIAIED.
PRICES ARE VALID UNTIL 24TH DECEMBER 20O9 ONLY.

PLEASE ALLOW 6-8 WEEKS FROM FINAL ARTWORK APPROVAL' öffiffi-,EÊ
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